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Introduction
. Adolescent literacy has become a growing concern. Of late, more and more teacher
education programs have worked content area literacy classes into the list of requirements. More
than that, teachers can take the learned information, say it sounds great and fall into the familiar rut
and preparing students for assessments. This can definitely happen in a

of teaching

mathematics classroom.

more

classroom can enhance

and show students that there is "life and literacy after fourth

p. 61).

(Rycik and

A

research

is "Does student

to be

·~·-.,.., 1."',_,·;._.•, .... , . " J H

like or don't

been a

when literacy activities are

for math increase

don't

if

like.
not
/"L.UHIJJ!'-''''

and students need to be able to

unit tests and state tests. In this
V'-''"'"''-'"

will be considered

It will also look to see if

••ocnu·rnt<:>t,:>

the information in

hrYI'YI.:>•Hir\riT

student "'-'-'''-''"'..., ..... u,_, .. will be looked at with
as

how much a student likes the

""~'"="~.-of

--~,. ........ ~~~

in their

become more

mathematics.
the

math a

tasks set before them and more motivated to

observations and

surveys,

Students' levels of
The surveys and interviews will look at a student'

attitude, confidence and desire to do math exists. Observations will note
and interactions in the classroom and effort.

ct.,,rl.,nt·"

forth in the literacy activities. The student's
with the tasks before them, they will

put forth more effort and work harder to succeed.
Literacy itself has many definitions. Readence, Bean and Baldwin, the authors of Content
Area Literacy, note two definitions, though related still different. The authors define literacy as the
level of reading and

still necessary to

comprehend and react to appropriate

instructional materials in a given subject area on page four. Then, on page 35 they redefine literacy
as the ability and the willingness to use reading and writing to construct meaning from printed text,
in a way which meets the requirements

a particular social context. The authors of Adolescent

think, read and write
students will

of different

literacy activities. These activities are events where students will pmiicipate in a "'r'"""
assignment that is meant to connect the mathematics that they are learning to
mathematical

and/or the rest of the world, hence

the

students to grow.
For the this

which 1 will define as

lam

activities

meant to assist the students in
related activities. Some activities to
the word

and

worksheets to
is that many math classrooms remain "traditional."
teachers revert back to what is

or
from the condition of not

student and their need to grovv. Students also
this research and
that the students

I
a

appreciation for mathematics. In a study

Elizabeth

increase confidence and a realization that one

subject differs from another and different learning styles and methods are needed.
Review of Literature
I.

mathematics.

Rational for Writing in Math
a. Research in suppmi of Literacy/Writing in Math
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Literacy and writing in mathematics classrooms has been something that has been studied
has it become more

more in the last two or so decades than it was studied prior to that. Not
studied, but also more practiced. Many also feel that the
Bernadette Russek ( 1

over time as welL As presented

writing in the math classroom in the direct forms of note
and now

1s

"""'"'""'"""'"T"'"

of writing activities have changed

it was normal or routine to use
summary

\\IJ'""IT111'1•n-

and rii.O.<C•r•r·r

M.J:-1

descriptions with

more in the forms

'"''" ..."'' . . . ,..,.and aid in assessment as well as
express how

feel about the mathematics

41).

In 2004 Robert L.

l\1arlene M.
to learn interventions.

on the

activities.

that there is evidence of
educatony note
,., ....,h,-,,rr

and that

activities about content is

The authors also found that
act of

not•onn'>i

"'.,.''"n'"

them in
Influence

research shows
state that many

'-'".f>""'t"'"'A

students in

p.

that content
'"'"''·n,:nn:-

to such a

an authentic
can

rYit:><:>n:!n

with

about a
p.

Three of the

useful at this time.
'""'"""'c.

and small effect on school

achievement (Bangert-Drowns, p. 49). It also found that students in the sixth to eighth

did

better when conventionally instructed instead of when presented with writing to learn activities
(Bangert-Drowns, p. 50). They note that the writing to learn tasks do not need to be elaborate and
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that shorter periods of time are better than longer periods of time and that long writing assignments
had a negative effect on student learning (Bangert-Drowns, p. 52).

People have varied definitions of literacy, but in many ways they are similar. Elizabeth
JJ~U"~"''"'

involves the

in which those processes are '""'

,..,.,.,,,...h,,.ap

1

"c'"'""'rt·

and listening. She feels
she defines

•·o"'"',·""

She feels that

in and
can use

p. 1

for themselves and for other people

For literacy and

in math to work well in the

reviewed. Some of the
about the nature of
home and

the classroom ·culture needs to be

that students and teachers use to define classroom culture are beliefs
n"''1"1 "' 1n""~''

I/Y\lr'>Hl!C>rlrrc,

and their role in schools and

"'""~..vvu•

and

"""'rv>r>""''." 1- "

classrooms are able to construct
and

events based on

that stem from

and

interactions with

differences in the

found
and

"'""''nn.,T .,...,.L"C',"'..,""~"C'~'',_1r;.,

skills of those who use content

•.ro.... ,,-", "',-,.,J-arr·•"""

in controlled

"'-'"'"H"'"

motivators for

p.
mathematics classroom.

the

is a valuable assessment
and the

express ideas
who have

ro<:>rhn.n-

to

also opens doors of communication to students

as well as the idea that

or the famous "I hate math"

from

Overall, the finding of the student by Moje supported views of literacy that assert that literacy
consists of a "set of social practices" in which
contexts of use"

engage for

p. I

4

purposes m

Mathematics has been viewed has having a language of its own. Students struggle when
they do not understand the mathematical language and are unable to communicate with it. Our
students are routinely confronted by passages of unintelligible mathematics (Bullock, p. 740).
Many use the idea that mathematics .-arnl,.,."''"' a
for not learning or even for not

talent and that fact is often used as an excuse

it (Bullock, p.

However, students need math and

will succeed if

In Elizabeth

s

Ms.

She and her students believed that the
""'""-'''"'-''"""" of
both

0A1rtrlnlav

In

ideas

and

and with a

events

and

involved

the class with

"""'"1r''' '""

deal of confidence in their abilities to learn

James Bullock (I
understand the work of

it also increases one's own powers of

He goes on to say that the fact that so many
umoleas,;:mt .,.P.,"'r""·'-'"''nt,, a
states that

lnH"'r" 1"'""Pn

attitudes about class

p.l

of mathematics not

states that the

down or

many students were

s

defined

allows one to read and
lUF,HJUCU'-.JH

and

view mathematics as
failure of our educational
but

mathematics is not
the curricula

notes that it is an immediate cause for concern because of the widespread

He also
students
for that

p.

Student's beliefs are very important to consider. Not just their beliefs about math and
whether or not they like it, but also their beliefs about its usefulness or purpose and the role of
different types of instruction. A study by Peter Kloosterman, Anne M. Raymond and Charles
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Emenaker looked at student's beliefs about mathematics over a three year time span. Their data
and research indicated several important points. They found out that student's beliefs were
relatively stable over time assuming environmental factors didn't cause a change (Kloosterman, et.
al. p. 39). They found out, through conversations with the students that the students have many
ideas about how well they like math, what

need it for and how

there are at it; when

beliefs are related to

It is important to understand the student's beliefs in order to

(Kloosterman, p.
different teaching

Kloosterman's

individual work varied based on the
students will not be

found that student's beliefs on group work versus
of classroom the child was

in school unless

that will be valuable to them

to introduce

believe that
this

p.

m.
are

researchers

at both the

achievement of students and
beliefs

mainly used an interview

initially provided short responses

them to reword
p.

Successful ".-"'"'"r''" programs for adolescents result from creation and not imitation. James
A.

and Judith L. Irvin

) note that the process of creation needs to be

an
program or

events in a classroom the

where and when must be considered. The what

instructional ,,,. ... J'.fce,g'',v,,, constitute the

is

students the

and

the

p.

decision of where and when

111).

b.

Teachers role

The teacher's role is unique when dealing with literacy activities and writing in math
classrooms. Teachers have been widely criticized for their inconsistencies in
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content area

literacy activities. In the last couple decades there has been a push to include literacy activities into
content areas and education programs have included required courses to educate the pre-service
teacher. Teachers have many options for what direction to take in the classroom and some have
strong opinions

content area literacy. Since many teachers have been educated on the

subject they understand the benefits of it and
however, then

James

what opportunities it can

may choose another method of teaching.

and Judith Irvin

1) discuss the idea that all students should have easy and

state that many students have
and thus these students may
continue to say that in many ways the students will
but lacking either the confidence or
need to have

open the door

to

and confidence

of the classroom.
next four ideas.
rubrics that show students how to evaluate their own

discussion and

students extend or

share and "'""u""'''F,'-' one

ideas and collaborate with students so

to

another (p. 6 I).

In addition to the idea that literacy will change the environment of the classroom, teachers
need to be well aware of the students. Mary Roe ( 1997) notes that teachers need to listen to all
messages about literacy from their students (p. 15). Using literacy events can be successful when
the teacher is paying attention to the students to see how they are responding to the activity and
make adjustments when necessary. A teacher cannot just pay attention to the messages from the
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students that are most ciosely linked to the teacher's literacy agenda if

want to affect student's

literacy engagement (Roe p. 15). Roe also discusses more ,.,,-,""r'r" of the teacher's role. She states
that teachers must remain critical of their instructional choices; they must be able to distinguish
between appropriate and inappropriate instruction allowing them to determine the topic's wmih
the
program or

as

sequence of

a

students
p. I

read and write so instructional needs can be detected and accommodated
One

1YY\'"'r>'"PH'H

rc>.Ct~onn,ct~--·

Lee Barton (

of teachers is to motivate students. Barbara L. McCombs and

discuss a survey where students indicated what motivates them to learn.

In a summary, McCombs and Barton state that students would be more motivated to learn if school
was a

could

success

need for

need for

YYVCI C'U=>l"U

need for positive

and
involvement with
feel

go on to say

'VVJIHf''·A'-•H~, t'C>C•r'\C>.<~J:t~.rl

and trusted to make

when students

it

character.

these needs

motivation to learn but also for .......,. . m,-,h•""' a sense of"'"''"""""'"'

states that differences in teacher's '

Elizabeth
stem from a

vUJ,lHJJVa

7

interaction of their

well as their beliefs about

vn.·H""''"'"'"'

to find a way tO»be effective at

essential not

.-ac'"'"''"'"'..,,

"'''""'"'"'"'"-'

and beliefs about

r.o,·v~.-.no-~'

and values about life and

of content and how to teach content

as

Teachers need

student's needs and teachers who resist

desire to be effective at
time consuming (Moje, 177).

Elizabeth Moje studied a classroom facilitated by Ms. Landy in the early nineties. Ms.
is quoted to say that she was committed to student success and believed that she needed to

8

"reach out" or build a rapport" with students to

them be successful learners

p.l80).

Moje determined that Landy was committed to caring for people and that she demonstrated that by
getting to know the students as individuals, but also by using literacy strategies that she believed
would help them learn more

"'"~-'"'"' 1 ""'

(p.181 ). In essences,

Landy's classroom as a tool for

and

the literacy events because

was practiced in Ms.
in the context of a

that the teacher used the activities to

them learn

p. 181). Ms.

her calling, that she

1'-'nln,lt->n

'"""'n•~·''"

with

'"A""'.."'

and wanted students to feel

p. 1

themselves and be successful

she started

about
taught
but

traditionally. She stated in an interview that she

"'""'nt'"'

She
p.

There are many
and

activities
to

Ms.

p.

also

her motivated

on what she believed were her student's needs and her commitment to her students'

success
become better learners
involved in ..".."'·'"h

students
engaged students in activities where
the material

were

She believed that she was able to

appear spontaneous and to concentrate on students' understandings and interests because she was
so organized; she modeled organization and expected it

184). Ms. Landy believed that it

was crucial to connect with students and to find that special creativity within each student
186). Overall Ms. Landy moved from a subject centered to a student centered classroom
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p.

orientation with her focus on the students instead of the subject, thus requiring her to use whatever
strategies she deemed necessary to make the students successful learners.

James Bullock ( 1994)

Gis:cussc~s

that many have come to perceive mathematics as a

collection of specialized skills rather than as a way of thinking and communicating. This leads our

In many

students to conclude that mathematics is either worthless or impossible to master

them. Bullock
states that this

he

says that the teacher must obtain

'"''C>r'hr·'""

given a context if the teacher is

m '""'"'"'-"""""-''' .. ""'mathematical ''"'"'''""'"''.. !"-,'"'and words must be

to enrich the students with their meanings

content teachers need to be a
is notable to say that teachers need to

how

content area, even mathematics. We
skills

lem11 can be utitilized in many

c.

ltt"Pr'Cir''"

i'.l<.'l't'n,nnr~<.'

of the

to motivate

after

l"t='C>r'I1IH"ll'r

onJ:r!ontC'

of any

to want to learn. The

and many real life

Students' role

to

the benefits to the students and the

the activities and

As mentioned in the teacher's
"T"" ......,,."

doing the

It

student

can enhance

The student role in the
rr<>rruron

to

the students must be taken into account when

activities. Students

are the ones

and teachers must teach them

be decision makers in the classroom.

way the students learn best. Students should

should be given the oppmiunity to make decisions or

judgments about their work allowing them to gain a sense of

to their work

p.

98).

Elizabeth Moje' s study sheds some light on the thoughts of students about literacy
activities in their classroom with Ms. Landy. Students in Ms.
10

s class participated in the

literacy events in part because of their relationship with the teacher and attributed their success to
p. 188).

her enthusiastic and motivating teaching which kept them involved and motivated

The literacy activities from Ms. Landy's classroom left the students believing that writing served
two purposes. One being for retention of information for later reference and
students to organize and highlight

the
The

ideas from a large mass of information

students also felt that classroom conversation
processes and concepts

other

them think

the different

learned. The students were

because

believed the teacher used the activities to

that

s
students were interviewed

p. 181).

her caring for them as learners

as well as

was

course of the

rVI"f'<'H1,1'7C>rl

th.·nn,rrhr-,.,,t

and

the

IV<:.1vUL<.

thus

and one student stated that she believed that the
p. 1

her understand more
stated that he
"'-''-''-'<UHF-,

of

and motivating, he valued his teachers

IHPlr'H''H

01'1"':lf'Of'<1A0

said that he would have been
Another
she

that
''-'-'''-'-"-'F-

SIU1aen1I, '''"""~~"",

down.

if he did not have the

1
nA<:' 'I"I'JC>

stated that

teacher that he had

pg.

because it helps her when

process of the

p.l
after some time in

He also

because she knows

It was noted that several of Ms.
nn>'Af''i<>J-~>r!

to tel1 her how much

her

what she is

s students would return
<-'-'U'-'UJHF,

and how successful

p. 1

they had been believing that her

Students have many opportunities to be valued members of a classroom. They can do many
things to keep developing their ideas. This includes students evaluating students, using drawing,
prepared presentations, and a checklist to assess one's own work (Wilcox p. 99). Journaling and

1]

questioning techniques can also encourage a students' reflective thinking allowing them a greater
ownership to their work and education.

II.

Literacy Activities

There are many

of

type of literacy

activities that can be incorporated in to a lesson plan. One

to consider is note taking

consider is journaling.
writing and

"~"''"~""o-'"'"

includes

notebook for the purpose of free

it can include responses to

questions with

prompts or responses to mathematics

the solution. Tickets out the door or in the door, which are

similar to

can also be considered a

in writing to the teacher what
literacy

or graphic organizers. Another to

or

know or do not know.

can also be a useful
RAFTs or Foldables. These

Some to consider are the
can

activity as a student communicates

be done near to or at the end of a

to review it, summarize it, or

the final assessment.

The

Model has been considered a valuable note

Its main use is for

building. The Adolescent

these strategies have several
opportunity to draw upon

uu•~•~t-,n"'

as well as a
website notes that

thinking and

can be

and connect it to new concepts.

used at many different times. It can be used during the introduction of

students the

or

or after a

lesson to review the topic.

Good note taking

can reinforce students' understanding of

content area

material. According to Beverly and Troy Strayer (2007) when using good strategies that present
key information and concepts in a way that students can interact with and connect to, the students'
retention will increase, confidences soar and they will have a deeper understanding of the content
they learned (p. 46). A strategy promoted by the Strayers is Movie Frame notes. The students
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would have notes similar to two column notes, but the one side would be movie clip boxes and the
other side would be lines to clarify the information. With this type of note taking the students have
an opportunity to complete either column first and then fill in the other. In math, however, the
movie clips could contain pictures or mathematics

as they pass through the many

to

complete.

Journal

and is feasible in a

an area that can develop a student'

mathematics classroom.

Joan

will

what does

She goes on to say that she tells the students that a

writing have to do with math

track of where they have been and where

allows them to chart their'"'""""'"'"'
they are

on,

notes

lay. Her Iist of benefits

where their successes were and where their

includes:
progress :.md to enhance

'"'""H"~._..~,,~~ ...n·'·' ...

between student and teacher
that

and Baldwin note a
communicate a student's
lessons are

""''''"~·"'"'.,n,...,.

m

for individual students on various

can serve as an ,.,...,.,...,"' 1" 1··..:.•"1• need to communicate attitudes and interests

Journal writing can take on a
Countryman
She also

u~~-.,r-,--·u ... ..,

different forms.

can be in the form of free

students five to ten minutes of time to write about anything in math.
or sentence stems. A

n•Y·•mr,r<=><'

she offers are the

the endless facts and

with math

study for a math test I usually

math is

teachers

of free
say,

numbers are,

19). According to Countryman, journal writing is an informal

writing, and at times is a student's personal sharing or in a conversational tone. She recommends
that spelling, punctuation, grammar and writing structure not be fixed when reviewing the students
work (p.31 ). Readence, Bean and Baldwin note that the journal writing should become a regular
13

part of teaching and that students should write on a daily basis. They offer the idea that journals
are an excellent way to introduce a topic and explore prior knowledge as well as to recap the
previous day's lesson (p. 241). Both Countryman and Readence, Bean and Baldwin agree that the
her own journal and write when the students do and that the teacher should

teacher should

share her writing. They also agree that teachers should look at the students journal entries and
periodically a few times a

respond to their
semester to review the students' ideas

241 ).

r.n,ntrul"Yi•:ln

mentioned that she would collect

them once a week

out the door or

The

similar ticket in the

can be very similar to

of or how are two

that confused me the most was, what are the

RAFT stands for

Another
format and
audience

write to as well as

ve for

want to do. The

of

is for students to demonstrate in detail what

topic. They feel that these
choice based format
on it and create a coherent
say that this

write from and to what

Students are allowed to

n·nlrnOl'"li-C'

will

students

them to

r-.1-"<}C'Tlf~O

the

of ",. . ,,T1Y1,,.... that demonstrates

smam

know about a

what they have learned in a
they gathered, elaborate
The ... r..-·':l'"'""C

of project can be used as a formative assessment during a unit of study or as a

summative assessment at the end of the unit.
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Dinah Zike presents a whole book entitled Teaching Mathematics with Foldables to go along
with the Glencoe Mathematics textbooks. Foldables can be used as a culminating project as well as
part of any lesson. They are 3-D, interactive graphic organizers, hands on manipulatives that are
student made. Students can use notebook paper, constmction paper or
them. Zike provides a list of reasons
introduction on page vi.

i'OLUamt:s

paper to make

teachers should consider

n-•nl'.>£'1->

teacher

UnHJLIILn,

in her

C'rPl'lP1''<:>t';::•r!

student generated pages that can be used as

Foldables immerse students in
and

previously learned vocabulary and "'--'' """''""',._,.,__,, allow students to quickly
arrange informa6on.

in words and show in
numbers how to do certain
IJL'-''"LJ"'F

of

and
entitled the

Cube on page 20 of Dinah Zike's book. It allows students to show similiarities and

differences in

HI.

Connections to the Standards
The New York State Standards

direction and

time while

communication strand is
activities into

work with an

to teachers. The

F~.....
".-.-.
. . ',-'. '."' ",·1->'"

to ,.,,,." ....."'A"""''"

of the strand states that students will organize and

consolidate their mathematical
~"'"''""""'"

F,U''-''-'-'''"'"'

'"'"r~h

""-'"''-'LHF, 1-h ....

or~;aniZe:d

communication. More''"""'""..-'"

will

,.... '"'~ .. process that is correct, complete, coherent and clear as well
H

chose that strategy. The
students an opportunity show both the solved

AU-Hf->'"'1->

'"''-'''-"""'-'v••Ll

Cube project on

'-''-I'LlULAVllLl

as well as written

another. Another key portion of the communication strand category is that students will use the
language of mathematics to express mathematical ideas precisely. This goes on to say that students
will be able to increase their use of mathematical vocabulary and language when communicating
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with others. They will also be able to use appropriate vocabulary when describing objects,
relationships, mathematical solutions and rationale. The RAFTs will offer opportunities for the
students to communicate in a method they are comfortable with and discuss the mathematic topic at
hand carefully and in detail

mathematical terms and vocabulary. The Frayer Model for note

taking offers students a

vocabulary. In addition, the standards

also would note that students should be
of objects, numerical

mathematical ideas through manipulation

to

pictures, charts, graphs,

diagrams, models and

symbols in written and verbal form.
and the foldables. The book on foldable includes many
options for use and any one of the

ways to communicate can be used. One type is a venn

diagram which can be used for least common

that

students can communicate in both the

one person or

a few students can talk at the same

assignment is given, they can all

communicate all at once.

a teacher can see where any holes

exist.

Methods and Procedures

I will look at one;

m

mathetnatics classes and would like to offer my students different
students will perform better in mathematics if they enjoy the

,,._.L,,...., . . ~L.

I believe also that
Throughout this
Students will answer

various surveys/questionnaires to reflect on math and on writing in mathematics. The
that I am testing is that student appreciation for math will increase when literacy activities are
present.
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This study was conducted in a class with seven sixth grade students. The title of the class
is AIS math. Academic Intervention Services (AIS) is mandated by the state of New York for
students who have not met the state standards at the previous grade level. Our district bases their
AIS class list off of the previous years New York State Math Assessment and teacher
recommendation. If a student scores a

one or level two, they must be enrolled in AIS. If they

have scored a level three, but have

"T""'"""'"''""',

in math, teachers recommend that those students are

also placed in AIS. In our

the students who must receive services must receive it at least

one day a week.

In

a week

of that

and each student is also in another AIS math class with other students in smaller groups. The
reason for this is that the students AIS

also conflicts with band,

to this class is that no

AIS classes. Another

IS ~'"'"'""''··---,

s

and other
so no homework is

are '-'VlJAP"''-'~"-u in class. If necessary, "'"'"' . . ."''"" will be taken from

if

homeroom or lunch to'''".-'"'"'""''.""
struggling. Of the seven

L'LUU.V,,L..,,

are

six of them returned their consent forms allowing them to

participate in the

Since I meet with the smae:ms
time

The students are

the first week of
topics that have been

nrt:•n'"'r 1 n

the

a

wilJ be

to take their sixth

so the months of March and
tested on in the

out over a five week

state mathematics assessment in

are
Those topics

towards review of sixth
measures of
of rectangular prisms.

and similar

mathematics. These surveys can be found in the appendix. To begin, the students will take a
portion of the Mathematics Attitude Inventory. The survey will produce a scale score for each of
the following subtitles: Self-Concept in Mathematics, Enjoyment in Mathematics, and Motivation
in Mathematics. They will also retake this survey at the very end of the study. With the hypothesis
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of student appreciation increasing, I expect that the scale scores will rise when the students take the
survey at the end of the project.

The students will also complete a short survey which will allow them to reflect on the
writing/literacy activities that we use or complete in class. This survey will be the same for each
activity. Since these students are students who struggle with
about writing in math. Some students who ,_.,,....

opinions on their

communicators, but some students

c-rr--••r.-.--.- 1""

in all

on reading level. One student is high, four are
affects their ability in other
some of the students may

<-1-'-''-'-"-"'"""-!J''-'

,.._,.._..~,.. ,

will have

with math are good

tT,Til-'

areas. Our district tracks sixth rrr'.l""'"".,.,,

and one is low. A student's •·a"r""'·£Y level

as well and thus may affect their writing
like the

dd--1-n.--,, ..... ,..._

I think that

but others will enjoy them because they are

able to use some of their other talents.

In addition to those surveys, there
the very end of the time

be answered in

of the

The survey, which consists of

sentences. The

a

overview of

in mathematics.

observe the students during my class sessions as well as in their
want to see if

math classroom. Since I

appreciate or like mathematics more with the inclusion of

I

would like to see if it changes their regular math class participation. During our AIS class times we
are in small groups and the students have more opportunity to participate. Seeing the students in
the regular math class shows their amount of pmiicipation in a class size of approximately twenty
students. When checking to see if the students participation rates are increasing, I am going to note
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the number of questions asked by teacher, how many times did the student volunteer and how
many correct responses the student gave.

Student's grades will also be reviewed. Since this study took up half the third marking
period, I am going to compare the students first and second
marking period. Since the

period

we covered in AIS class are not corresponding to what is

in the regular math
the writing

'"'"'c"''L"''

should cause students to like or

perform better is math

to the third

mathematics more,

which may cause their average to rise.
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·~~·,~-~

I feel that since

wiH work to

Lesson Plan Calendar
Unit: Review of Sixth Grade New State Mathematics Assessment
Day 1 (Smaller stl!_dent groups)
Review Equations
Ticket in the door - write down anything you
can think about EQUATIONS
Ticket out the door- solve two of the four
equations with written
Finish equations project if necessary
Ticket in the door- solve 3 the 4
Review parts of a circle - use movie frame
notes for picture and definition
(radius,
and central
Circles RAFT
Introduce the project
Explain all the
and brainstorm RAFT
work for
parts and

Day 2 (all students together)
Journal Entry: How do expressions and
equations differ?
Equations Project- Hanging Cube

, Journal Entry: Define in your own words area
and f"\P.1~1
Circles: Area and Circumference
n">P.tt=>r

Write about any
are
with in your
Circles RAFT
2

necessary
Volume
Visual with the unit
Identify the formula
Use the formula: 1\1ovie frame notes

Journal

Write down

you can

two different ways: cross
fractions
what did you find easy
and what was
or nr->>">h>c·•~,.~

HJU-LU!J'"'"-"'J'VH

Ticket out the door: Create one fraction,
to
teacher creates a
with a
variable, student solves proportion for variable
and explains how
solved it.
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Unit: Review for NYS Math Assessment
Lesson 1: Equations (I day)
Objective: Review opposite operations and the steps to solve equations
New York State Standards:
• 6.CM.1 -Provide an organized thought process that is correct, complete, coherent and
clear.
• 6.CM.9- Increase their use of mathematical vocabulary and
when
communicating with others.
• 6.CM.1 0- Use
vocabulary when np.c·r'r'r"n
mathematics solutions and rationale.
• 5.A.5- Solve and
one
equations using inverse operations involving
whole numbers.
the half sheet of paper that says ticket in
Opening: Ticket in the door
the door and copy the
minutes of brainstorming the students will begin to share their
about
After a
lead into the lesson. Collect the ticket in the door pages.
thoughts which will
Lesson:
• Distribute the worksheet to the class.
•
•

undo each other.
The
box is for
operations. Discuss
Fill in the box.
The bottom box is broken into mini boxes where the students can write and so] ve the
The boxes are
do not work ahead.
UP!fJV,,.Lv

Guided
• For the first four
r'\1"''lf'1"1f'"'

the

that exists in the

•

The second four the students will tell both what problem exists and which one they will
need to solve.

•

I may also prompt
to state which number
how well
are doing

Practice: Give the students four problems, one of each operation to solve on the back
of the page. I will move around while the students work and assist them when necessary. I may
ask the students to verbalize the process while I assist them.
lnriP.nP.n."!Pl'"\T

Closing: Ticket out the door- Solve two of the four equations with written explanations. A ticket
out the door page will be distributed to the students which will have four boxes, an equation in
each. When they complete two problems and write out the explanation, they may turn the ticket
into me and relax until the final bell.
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EQUATIONS
Opposite Operations:
Addition
Subtraction
Multiplication
lV

lO

Examples:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

22

DOOR

TICKET IN

23

TICKET

THE DOOR

Name:
EQUATIONS:
1.
2.

two of the equations.
equation.

=

X+

=

X-

X

=

-

9
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Unit: Review for NYS Math Assessment
Lesson 2: Equations Project ( 1.5 days)
Objective: To become confident in solving one step equations. To become confident in using
opposite operations and to identify which operation to use when. To communicate in words the
steps to solving the equations and
how the four different equations are different.
New York State Standards:
e
6.CN.2- Explore and connect the ...,, ....._.. .._,,"""IJ between mathematical ideas.
e
6.CM.1 - Provide an
'-'"'''"fJ''-''"''"'' coherent and
clear.
e
6.CM.2- Explain a rationale for
selection.
• 6.CM.4- Share
mathematical ideas through the manipulation of objects,
numerical
graphs,
models and
in written
and verbal form.
• 6.CM.9 -Increase their use of mathematical vocabulary and
when
communicating with others.
e
6.CM.1 0- Use
when describing VL'I'-''-''-u·
mathematics solutions and rationale.
e
5.A.5- Solve and
whole numbers.
vAI.JlUJ.H

from the table at the side of the room.
Opening: Journal
students will
their
Students will write in today's date and then copy down the
Question: How do
expressions and
differ?
need to write in complete sentences.
will have about
on their usefulness of the time. Have one student collect the
five minutes, exact time will
and place back on the side table.
Lesson/Project:
e
While a student collects the
e
e

•
e
e

vu"~'"''"j"'"''

I will hand out the paper

today' s project.

students have.
page 1s a
I will distribute the cube pages and list of
The ""J"f;''"f;
horizontal page with two word boxes in which the students can write.
The students will have another
to answer questions.
Then the students will begin working on their
I wiH move around as they work and check their work for the correct
when they ask
for help.
We will read the page

and I will answer any

Closing: We will review the parts of the project. I will look over each students. progress, offer
praise and make suggestions for the next session when we will finish the project.
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The Hanging Cube
Equation Project
Goals: To review the processes for solving one step equations.
solving equations and to communicate how to
equations.
types of equations.
and contrast the solving of the four

paper,"

equations page,

Materials: Scrap
tape,

practice
compare

Task:
to
to
your
correctly as taught

Questions?
have

sure you
today
class complete
needed· you will have to finish during homeroom or

26

Equations Activity
Potential Equations
****Make sure you pick four****
******Make sure they each use a different operation******
X-

65

= 21

4x = 112

X+ 23

X+ 53= 112

~
8

= 47

x-77=47

= 13
= 132

~
7

= 15

~ = 19
5

X-

48 =51

X+

X+ 42 = 91

=

x-56= 113

~ = 12
9

27

=73

Unit: Review for NYS Math Assessment
Lesson 3: Parts of a Circle (.5 day) & finish Equations project from Lesson 2
Objective: To familiarize students with the parts of the circle both pictorially and by definition.
To distinguish the difference between radius and diameter and to identify the relationship that they
share.
New York State Standards:
and language when
• 6.CM.9- Increase their use of mathematical
communicating with others.
objects,
• 6.CM.1 0- Use appropriate vocabulary when
mathematics solutions and
8
6.0.5 _
,,,__.,.,,_,.,,_.r chords and central angle of a circle.
• 6.0.6between the diameter and radius of a circle.
irlani·•·f·"

Opening: Ticket in the Door page. Students will pick up the question sheet from the side table and
opportunity to compare their work with a neighbors work. If they are
can discuss
how to solve the problems. This wil1 prepare them to be mathematicaUy ready to finish their
hanging cube if they needed more time. If
the
to see if
they remembered how to solve the one
Lesson:
• Hand out Movie frame notes page (can be found in the appendix).
•

Explain the general idea of the movie frame notes. It can be used to add pictures to
multi-step problems.
definitions or to show the progress

•

Have the students write the word

•

Draw a circle in the

•

Ask the students if

•

If no, draw a

movie frame
know any

see if
know the

in capital letters.
add the center point.
of a circle.

know the name.
na..- ..-.u.~ .....

Use definition: a line

se~~m~ent

goes from the

•

If yes, see if
center of the circle to the outer

•

Ask if

•

Once both diameter and radius are noted, ask the question: how many radii are in a
diameter?

•

Verbally quiz the students given one length, what is the other length.

•

Next draw a circle and a chord in the third movie frame box. Define chord, use: line
segment that starts at one point on the circle ends at another point on the circle.

•

Then ask the question: is a diameter a chord?

•

Draw a new circle in the fourth movie frame, draw two radii in the circle and shade the
region they contain.

know any other
the goal is to move on to diameter.
on the
may introduce
the
or the word and prompt the student from there.
This will be in the second movie frame. Make sure the students get the definition down,
use: line segment that goes from one point on the edge of the circle to a point on the
opposite edge while passing through the center point.
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•

Ask the students if they know what the shaded region is. Then define the central angle.

•

Then quiz the students a second time, verbally, about the diameter and radius relationship

•

As time allows and as students need it, offer time to finish their Hanging Cube Project.

Guided review: Have the students draw a circle on the back of their notes page and then have them
draw the part of the circle that I announce. I will have them do all four that we discussed.
Closing: In partners, the students will quiz each other on the parts of the circle and on radius and
in when needed to prompt good
diameter. This will last about three or four minutes. I will
questioning techniques.
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TICKET IN THE DOOR
Name: _________________
EQUATIONS: Solve three of the equations.
X+ 13

6x

=

X-

= 114

29 =57

X
- --

3

Name: ----------------Solve

~ = 12

6x = 114

3
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Unit: Review for NYS Math Assessment
Lesson 4: Circles RAFT project (2 days)
Objectives: To create a project that will allow the students to demonstrate in detail what they know
about circles. Give the students an opportunity to create by tapping into their own interests and
learning preferences. To have the students communicate their mathematical learning in a form of
writing.
New York State Standards:
• 6.PS.3information correctly, identify the problem and generate possible
strategies and solutions.
• 6.CM.4- Share .-..... "' ..... ""C''rl mathematical ideas through the manipulation of objects,
drawings, pictures,
graphs, tables, models and symbols in written
numerical
and verbal form.
6.CM.9- Increase their use of 1.Tl3,U,1f'...:r~1.l"hu'""'"" vocabulary and language when
communicating with others.
• 6.CM.1 0- Use appropriate vocabulary when describing objects, relationships,
mathematics solutions and rationale.
• 6.0.5- Identify
diameter, chords and central angle of a circle.
• 6.0.6- Understand the relationship between the diameter and radius of a circle.
• 6.0.7- Determine the area and circumference of circle using the appropriate formula.

Day 1
Opening:
• Draw a circle on the board
• Have students come up and draw in the
of the circle (radius, dimneter, chord and
central
• Break the
into two groups and give the radius a measure of 4 inches and ask one
group to find the circumference of the circle and one group to find the area of the circle.
• A representative from each group will place their solution on board when they
teacher
approval.
Lesson/Project:
• The lesson will follow the Circle Project Plan sheet that all the students will receive.
• We will read through the plan together and then begin to go through the steps that are
outlined for them.
• I will take my time explaining the project and offer students many opportunities for the
students to ask questions.
• The practice RAFT brainstorming session is important and cannot be skipped. It will allow
the students to see the process of beginning the project.
• I hope to conference with each student at least once during the course of their
brainstorming time and while they begin their rough drafts.
• I will stress the time line, that we have two classes to complete this project in class and it
may have to be finished after school or during homeroom.
• I will remind the students that if they work hard they could finish it during class time.
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Closing: At least half the students will explain to the class what their plan is for the RAFT. They
will note the role, audience, format and topic as well as share something neat that they plan to
incorporate.
Day 2
Opening: Journal Entry- Write about any topic that you are struggling with in your regular math
class. Give students about five minutes. Have a student collect them and place on the side table.
(I will review these while the students are working on their project and talk to them about their
struggles if I deem it necessary depending on the student and

•
•
•

topic.)

Students will continue to work on their projects as outlined on the Circle Project Plan
worksheet.
will be very important during this class session to
the students on task
and
the many steps of the
I will continue to remind the students of their time line so they can finish the
ma
reasonable amount of time.

Closing: I will take the time in the last ten to fifteen minutes
student about their
Vve will discuss their
their

the class to conference with each
and
as well as what

it to be done.
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Circle Project
RAFT
(Role, Audience, Format, Topic)

Goal: To design a creative writing piece that reviews information about
circles.
Provided
Process (Cross

Sheet, Brainstorming
as it

completed):

1.
2.
3.

as a
as a whole

4.

7.

the
at

0

once

().

9.

lO.When given
it

11
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to use

RAFT
FYI PAGE
R-

of the writer: WHO YOU

You n1ay choose any
perspective you wish to write from. You may be yourself or take on another persona in
forn1 a rapper, animal, soldier, reporter, mathematician, young child, or a part
a circle.
You may choose son1ething that is not on this list as well.

audience.
student,
your
your
audience. You will want to . . , . .
your information to its audience.

n . .nn......... '-J,

You also get to
your
~L.,J~LL·~L adult or a
n""'[~TQ·.-v:u"'""r or to a fictional or historical
of
is not on this list. Once you ""'~ ..
is appropriate for your
the tone you write in or the style you use to
·V'V•.'V

to
writing piece. It can take on
form
that you are fan1iliar with or would like to try writing
may be a
speech, play, song, diary
card, newspaper or magazine article,
rap, or test.
1s not on

Tp1ece.
of a circle (diameter,
Your

or just some of them.
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RAFT BRAINSTORMING PAGE
Fill in this table to start brainstorn1ing. What will you use for each of the parts?

ROLE

AUDIENCE

Continue to brainstonn in
following chart. Give additional information and reasoning.
Give life to
characters (role and audience). Explain what your format is going to look
definitions, or
like. Write in as
n1ay be
information.
notes and book to get son1e of your
to use

CHECKLIST
(from Strategies for Differentiating in the Content Areas by Beverly Strayer and Troy Strayer)
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Name: ------------------------------ Date:
RAFT

Accuracy
___ I have carefully checked the information
is correct
backed
by research, needed.

_ _ I stayed

are
person or thing:

__ I

Ill

activity. It

my
voice sound more

I

some

37

p. 2

RAFT

Mechanics
_ _ I have checked punctuation, spelling and grammar.
_ _ I still

to check the following

of
--

~LLL'V'-'.L.._

.._._ ....

ptece

I could
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"'"'"'u _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

best

I can

Unit: Review for NYS Math Assessment
Lesson 5: Volume of Rectangular Prisms (1 day)
Objectives: . To use the formula for volume of a rectangular prism correctly. To use movie frame
notes to visually see the changes in the steps and see the proper mathematical terminology for the
steps as the problem progresses.
New York State Standards:
• 6.CM.l -Provide an organized thought process that is correct, complete, coherent and
clear.
• 6.CM.9 -Increase their use of mathematical vocabulary and language when
communicating with others.
• 6.CM.l 0- Use appropriate vocabulary when describing
relationships,
mathematics
and rationale.
• 6.A.6- Evaluate formulas for given
values (circumference, area, volume, '""u""'''""'""'
temperature,
etc.).
• 6.0.4- Determine the volume of
pnsms
cubes.

Opening: In pairs students will work to create a
dimensions of their choice.

"t.,~.c,·t-,~=-,r'.l«::.,n,L ..._.

prism from unit blocks with

Lesson:
• I will hold up one unit block and ask them how many blocks do I have. I will tell them that
the volume of the block is one.
•
•

will tell them that volume is the capacity of what something can hold, for
many unit blocks it can hold.
will find the volume of their rectangular

how

and write it down secretly.

•

The students will
up and check out all the other rectangular
of those. They can write them down on scrap paper.

•

I will call on students to tell me what the volume of a particular rectangular prism is and
for each box.
the creator will have to confirm or
that number. Y./e vvill do

•

Then I will put the formula up on the board.

•

I will ask the students if they -~~·,...,···~- it and if they can tell me anything about it. I will
letters stand for.
be ]ooking to see if they know that it is a formula and what

•

We V\ ill then discuss the formula in relation to finding the volume of the prisms that the
students created.

•

Once the volume is found for all three we will move onto the movie frame notes page for
the remainder of class. The purpose of
the movie frame notes is to show that the
progress and changes throughout the course of solving a volume of a rectangular prism
problem. (A copy of the movie frame notes can be found in the appendix.)

•

At the top of the page the students will draw a rectangular prism and label with the
dimensions that I have on the board.

•

The first movie frame with contain the formula alone. On the lines we will write words:
Volume of a Rectangular Prism formula.
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and find the volume

•

In the second movie frame we will rewrite the formula and show the substitution. On the
lines we write: Substitute the numbers from the problem/picture for the variables.

•

In the third movie frame the students will rewrite the substitution step and then go on to
show their multiplication steps. On the lines they will write: multiply the numbers. I will
verbally note to them that multiplication is commutative and they can multiply in any
order. I will also note that since there is only multiplication, order of operations does not
need to be taken into consideration at this time.

•

In the last movie frame the students will rewrite the answer and then put the proper label.
On the lines they will write: label and since it is volume we need units cubed. I will note
verbally that cubed and exponent of three means. If they seem to not understand I will
have them write the fact down as well for repletion.

Guided practice:
•

The students will
another volume of a rectangular
problem with their notes
piece of paper.
will need to contribute to the conversation as I work
on a
through the
If necessary, I will have each student assist with one part of the
problem.

•

I will only have them do it on the board.
For the second and third
turns coming up to the board and doing one

will take

Independent Practice: The
will solve one problem on the back of their movie notes page
and I will direct them to show all their work. I will check each students work and note correct
answer with a star
Ticket out the door. The students will get a half sheet of paper and put their name on it.
will create a
and label the dimensions. The whole class will trade papers so
that no one has their original
Students will put their name on the paper also and then solve
the problem. They will then return the paper to its creator and the creator will check the work. If it
needs correcting the students will conference about it to come to a correct solution.
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TICKET OUT THE DOOR
Creators Name:
Solvers Name: -------------------------Draw a rectangular prism and then label it with

Creators
Solvers
it with

a

41

proper dimensions.

Unit: Review for NYS Math Assessment
Lesson 6: Solving Proportions
Objectives: To familiarize students with the solving of proportions. To offer the students two
different methods to solve proportions, using equivalent fractions and using cross multiplication.
To prepare the students to use proportions to find the missing length in problems with similar
figures.
New York State Standards:
• 6.CM.9- Increase their use of mathematical vocabulary and language when
communicating with others.
• 6.CM.1 0- Use
vocabulary when describing objects, relationships,
mathematics solutions and rationale.
•
6.N.7- Understand equivalent ratios as a proportion.
• 6.N.9- Solve
using equivalent fractions.
•
6.N .1 0
the proportionality using the product of the means equals the product of
the extremes.
Opening: Journal

-Write down anything you can remember about proportions. This can be
a list or in paragraph form. Students will retrieve their journals from the side table and write down
the date and the
from the board. Students will have about five minutes. I will have the
students draw a dark line under their work in the journal and then they will put their classmates
thoughts and ideas under the dark line. We will go around the room and each student will share
something that they have written down about proportions. (This brainstorming journal
session will prepare the students for the completion of the Frayer Model notes that will be part of
the
Lesson:
• Hand out Frayer

worksheet (can be found in the appendix).

•

Complete the
for each part.

Model notes on proportions with students facilitating the information

•

Use
to direct students in the
direction. Possible questions to use include:
What does a proportion look like? Where have we seen them before? Do
look like
something familiar? What do you do with proportions? When do we use proportions?

Guided practice:
• Distribute worksheet with several examples on it.
•

We will solve the examples together, with varying levels of student participation.

•

We will solve the first two problems using both methods and then use one or the other on
the next few problems.

•

I will reference the hints that their classroom teacher uses.

•

We will do several problems together until I feel comfortable with the students trying them
on their own.

Independent Practice: The students will try a few problems on their own. There may be problems
left on the worksheet for the independent practice, but if necessary have the students put a few
42

more problems on the back of their worksheet. I will move around the room as the students work.
If there is time, the students can show their solutions on the board.
Closing: We will return to the journals and the students will write about proportions and discuss
what they found easy and what they found difficult or confusing. They will turn them in to me
when done.
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PROPORTIONS
Solve each propo1tion for the missing variable.

**Remember proportions are two
a way
writing ratios.
1.

X

12

5

15

3. ~ =

3

X

18

6

12

X

3

1

6

8

X

X

18

12

3

4

8

X

20

8.

3

9

10

5

X

1

9.

9

2

7 . .!:.... =
21

2.

6

2

5.

IS

10.
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9

X

24
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Unit: Review for NYS Math Assessment
Lesson 7: Mean/Median/Mode/Range ( 1 day)
Objectives: To review mean, median, mode and range. To allow the students to show how to find
each piece of information for a set of their own data and explain in words how they found it.
New York State Standards:
• 6.CM.2- Explain a rationale for strategy selection.
• 6.CM.4- Share
mathematical ideas through the manipulation of objects,
numerical tables, drawings,
charts, graphs, tables, models and symbols in written
and verbal form.
• 6.CM.9 -Increase their use of mathematical vocabulary and language when
communicating with others.
• 6.CM.10- Use
vocabulary when describing objects, relationships,
mathematics solutions and rationale.
equivalent fractions.
• 6.N .9- Solve proportions
• 6.S.5- Determine the mean, median and mode of a
set of data.
• 6.S.6- Determine the range for a
set of data.
. . _",,...... . . _ ... which method of solving proportions you
and why?
Opening: Journal
Students will pick up their journals from the side table and
in today' s date and the question.
will have approximately five
to answer the question. When they are complete, they
will raise their hand and I will collect them.
Lesson/Project: Introduce project via the handout with all the steps outlined. It is a foldable from
Dinah Zinks' book. It is the
book which will allow the names of each measure to be
shown and when the
is
the student can see how to find it and how
found it with their
own data. The grid sheet that the students are using during the project is meant to
their
work and information. If a lack of paper resources, the grids can be made on scrap paper or
notebook paper. Time during tomorrow's homeroom may be needed to
Closing: Take the last couple of minutes to review the project and see where each student is. The
students may need to finish
homeroom if needed.
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Mean Median Mode Range
Foldable Project
Goal: Complete a study resource that contains both an example of each of the four
n1easures and an explanation in words on how to find it.
Step
Use the Mean/Median/Mode/Range Grid and write out the definitions or
step to find each of the four 1neasures to the best of your memory. You may cross
off the words data set at the top.
Step 2: Class discussion on how to find each.
need to.

additions or changes if you

Step 3:
measures
down the data set on

Mean/Median/Mode/Range
and find each of the
24, 30, 22,
36,
as a
class. Please write
line provided.

Step 4: Using
seven data
four measures.
over.

Mean/Median/Mode/Range grid, create your own data set of
set approved by Mrs. Kyle. Then find each of
answers are 11"""'"''""'~"~~

Data
Median

Summary
Co1nplete the foldable study resource
a. Put your data set on the first fold
b. Above the word Mode you will write what the mode of your set is as well
as, how you found the mode in words
c. Complete for each measure.
d. For summary, please list all four pieces of information in a creative
fashion

Step 7: Add any other creative designs you wish, if time allows.
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Mean Median Mode Range Grid
Data

MEAN

MODE
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Analysis of Data and Interpretation of Results
Overview
The goal of this study was to introduce writing activities into the curriculum and see if that
in three ways:

increases student appreciation for mathematics. Student appreciation was

observations, questionnaires and review of student's grades. Overall, the students appeared to
enjoy or appreciate the activities. There were minimal complaints about the

they completed

everything asked of them even if it meant some extra time.
Observations
Students were observed both in our AIS Math

but also in their

math

classrooms. Students were observed in their regular math classroom twice. I chose to observe
them in the larger class

to see how they interact in a class with twenty students as opposed

to a small group of three to seven students. The first time I went was
introduction of writing activities.

the first week of the

had taken their introductory survey and been to one class

with a lesson that incorporated writing activities. The second time I observed the students in their
math classroom was during the last week of the
in participation in the

I was looking to see if there was an increase

classroom. When in the classroom I noted the number to teacher

questions, the number of times the student raised his/her hand to participate and how many times
This data can be viewed in the

chart.

PARTICIPATION IN THE REGULAR MATHEMATICS CLASSROOM

Student#
Student #1
Student #2
Student #3
Student #4
Student #5
Student #6

First Visit
Number of
Questions
18
21
19
18
20
13

Times
volunteering
3
7
5
0
0
I

Questions
answered
1
4**
2
0
2***
1
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Second Visit
Number of
Questions
16
25
22
9
21
25

Times
volunteering
4
20
4
0
3
7

Questions
answered
1*

11
0
0
2
3

This table showed some things that I would expect and some things that surprised me in a way.
I do want to note that these sixth grade students do not all have the same math teacher. Pour of the
students have one teacher and two of the students have a different one. The second teacher of the
two, I believe, uses more questioning in her lessons. I also want to note that the lessons I attended
varied. At times the classes were going over homework, or presenting a new topic or introducing a
project. Different lessons provide differing amounts of questions to be asked. A couple numbers I
wish to note on from the chart:

•

For student #1, there is one asterisk in the last column. This one question that was
answered was an answer that another student shouted out and she quickly volunteered and
was picked to share the answer.

•

For student
have his homework completed for the teacher and got in troubJe at the start of class. In
working with

he tends to be more quite and participate less after a confrontation with

a teacher. This
for him, it was a low number of participation occurrences.
participation

was back

You can see that

the

which is more like him. This

student is by far the most likely out of the six to participate in math class.
•

Student #4, I will consider my least likely of the six to participate. It did not surprise me
that he did not

U\.diJU'""'

in the regular math classroom. He was called on once in one of

the class sessions and did not produce and answer for his teacher.
•

For student #5, there are three asterisks in the third column. This student was late to class
due to a visit with the principal and was unprepared. She did not volunteer to participate
during this class session, but was called on twice to answer questions and was successful
both times.
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I also observed the students in my AIS math classes. In my classes they are in much smaller
groups. When they are all together, there are seven students total. I also meet with them all in
smaller groups another day of the week. Those group sizes range from three to five students, with
some additional students who are not in the larger group. I made notations of participation four
times during the study. Twice I took down my observations during the smaller groups and twice
when all the students were together. During weeks one and two I watched the smaller groups and
during weeks four and five I noted participation for the larger group. The data can be viewed in the
following chart. Since the first two observations were done in the smaller groups, the number of
questions varied during weeks one and two. This chart, though it should be similar to the last one
is grouped by student and observation. I want to note before you view the chart that you know a bit
about my philosophy. EarJy in my teaching career a principal gave the whole staff an article titled
"Don't say anything a student can say."

then I have believed in having students pmiicipate a

great deal and I provide a large number of questions for them to answer. I believe that
they participate, the better

will do with the material.
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more

PARTICIPATION IN AIS MATHEMATICS CLASS

Student #1
Observation
1
2
3
4
Student #2
Observation
1
2
3
4
Student #3
Observation
1
2
3
4

Number
of
questions

Times
volunteered

%

35

9

26%

26
37
24

12
9
11

46%
24%
45%

34

16

47%

27
37
24

18
17
13

67%
46%
54%

34

11

32%

27
37
24

8
Absent
6

29%
NA
25%

Student #4
Observation
1
2
3
4
Student #5
Observation
l
2
3
4
Student #6
Observation
1
2
3
4

Surprisingly, this table did not specifically show that n, ...

Number
of
questions

Times
volunteered

%

35

3

8.5%

26
37
24

4
2
4

15%
5%
17%

38

6

16%

23
37
24

7
5
6

30%
13.5%
25%

38

8

21%

23
37
24

10
Absent
11

43%
NA
46%

,Tlri.O"

activities increase student

participation. I believe that because I taught a lot of topics that did not connect to one another, that
that may have an effect on student confidence with the material. AU the topics were review for
them and some of them

have seen more than once. Equations and the measures of central

tendency were reviewed in class for their midterm exam in January. I will discuss some of the
visible trends.
•

Only one student, student #6, showed consistent increase throughout the study. This
student missed a

chunk of school in February and was behind for quite a bit. As we

began the study he was still catching up on his work and I think that the extra time with
math was helping him to succeed in math.
•

One student, student #3 decreased throughout the study. This student is quite shy. You
can see from both charts that she doesn't participate a huge amount, but I have found that
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she is very willing to participate when she is confident with the material. A few of her
participation numbers may have been not from raising her hand but from being called on.
•

I would like to say that student #4 has an increasing trend. This student will rarely
participate, but if we removed observation number two he would be increasing from
beginning to end. Our class is the last period of the day and sometimes he is very
withdrawn from the learning atmosphere by that point in the day. I am pleased to see that
he showed some increase in participation.

•

The other three students have more random percentages of participation. Observations one
and two were in the smaHer group settings so the students would have a greater chance to
participate than in the whole group setting for observations three and four. Therefore,
student #1, student #2 and student #5 both increased from observation one to observation
two as well and increased

observation three to observation four. This shows that they

may have been becoming more confident, but during the larger group they may have been
a bit hesitant to participate. I believe that this also shows an increasing trend.
I would say that the observations do not show a very obvious increase in
participation, thus showing more interest or appreciation for mathematics. I thought that that may
be the case for the observation portion of the study. After looking more closely at the setting where
the observation took

class size may affect

a student's desire to participate.
Questionnaires
Several questionnaires were distributed throughout the course of this study. The first
questionnaire the students took was taken from the Mathematics Attitude Inventory survey. The
original survey contains forty-eight questions that give scale scores to six different attitudes about
math. I shortened the survey to seventeen questions that would only assess three of the attitudes.
The three attitudes I chose to assess were Self-Concept in Mathematics, Enjoyment of
Mathematics, and Motivation in Mathematics. This survey was taken at the very beginning of the
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study as well as at the end of the study in order to assess an increase in attitude about mathematics.
The students also answered a questionnaire about each type of writing activity we did. This was
done several times throughout the study. Finally, at the close of the study, I had the students
complete a closing questionnaire which consisted of eight questions. This was to capture an
overall picture from the students about their feelings about writing in mathematics.
The attitude survey gives the assessor scaled scores for each of the categories. For the selfthe minimum scaled score is six and the maximum scaled score is twenty four. The
minimum and maximum scores for enjoyment of mathematics is seven and twenty eight and for
motivation is four and sixteen. The lower scores are more positive than the

scores. For

example a score closer to four in the motivation category shows that a student is motivated to do
mathematics. A score closer to sixteen shows a student who is not as motivated in mathematics.
I feel that

a student feels that

three

of the survey are important to the project.

are doing in mathematics. I believe that it is important to see if the
better in mathematics. Enjoyment is important because I am looking to

students feel they are

or the amount that they like math, has increased. I want to see if over the

see if their

course of the study if they enjoy math more at the end or at the beginning. Motivation has been
included because I wanted to see that if
the writing

are

students are enjoying math more with the inclusion of

more motivated to work harder in mathematics. The student's

scaled scores are summarized in the three charts below.
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Self Concept in Mathematics

15
Beginning

10

End

5

0
Student #1

Student #2

Student #3

Student #4

Student #5

Student #6

The self-concept in mathematics chart shows that four students have a higher self-concept
at the end of the study and one had no change. It would appear that a 1najority of the students feel
better about their ability to do well in mathematics. Student #4, which is the student from above
with the least amount of participation in both AIS math and his regular math class, had the greatest
suspect that is because writing in math showed him that math does not have to be just
solving computational math problems. This project showed him that we can do projects in math,
which interested him more. Therefore, he now believes that he is more capable at succeeding in
mathematics. Student #1 had the second greatest change and I believe that writing in math may
have challenged her in a different way, had her looking at mathematics differently, thus feeling
more confident in her ability to do well. This particular student is repeating the sixth grade,
however, it is her first time in sixth grade in our district.
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Enjoyment of Mathematics
30
25
20

15

Beginning
End

10
5

0
Student #1

Student #2

Student #3

The bar graph on enjoyment

Student #4

Student #5

Student #6

mathematics was going to be a key point of this

to

show an increase in appreciation in mathematics. As you can see, from the beginning to the end,
only two students showed an increased enjoyment of mathematics (represented by a decrease in
sca]e score on the graph) and one student stayed the same. However, all the students scaled scores
only

from zero to three points. Student #1, as noted above, may be

the

writing activities because it is presenting material in a different way and she is potentially not as
bored. Student number four actual1y scored the highest score for enjoyment of mathematics, which
shows that he hates it (something he states regularly). He

always succeeded in

but scored

enjoyed the writing in math class. Student #6 stayed the same. That surprised me because his
participation levels were increasing in AIS math class. I believed that there would be a link
between participating more and enjoying math more. This student is very hardworking and enjoys
pleasing his teachers.
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Motivation in Mathematics

12
10
Beginning

8
End
6

4
2
0
Student #1

Student #2

Student #3

Student #4

Student #5

Student #6

Motivation in mathematics is the third part of the questionnaire reviewed. We can see
from the :hart, three of the students showed no change in their motivation to do mathematics and
student #3, showed positive change. The student with the positive change is my shy

one

..,._._.,.._.,,.,.,, .. , who usually sits back and doesn't have a lot to say in the classroom. She, however, was
the

student in the

who stayed afterschool to make up work from an absence as well as

complete a summary. That showed motivation to complete the tasks that were in front of her. I am
that the writing
the fact that

did not increase more student's motivation, but am pleased with

show no'"'"'-'-""'-"-' as opposed to a negative change. The two students with negative

change had a scale score difference of just one point, which is a very small change.
Another questionnaire the students had was the Activity Questionnaire (can be found in the
activity. There were seven
types of writing activities and we completed the questionnaire after five activities. It was short,
four questions, and to the point. At times these questionnaires were completed during home room,
so if a student was absent or late to school, they did not complete the task.
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The hanging cube project reviewed equations and al1owed the students to communicate in
writing how to solve them as well as compare and contrast the four types of problems. Only five of
the six students completed the activity. Four students stated that they enjoyed the activity while
one student (#4) stated he did not enjoy the activity. Student #4 picked no and explained further
that he did not enjoy it because he was learning. Three of the students (#1, #2, and #3) who picked
yes, stated that the project was fun. The students were also asked how much

felt the project

helped them learn. Student #4 selected none, student # 1 and student #3 selected quite a bit and
student #2 and student #6 selected an extreme amount. The last

could match

The movie frame notes offered the students two options for note

All six

up definitions with pictures or show the progress and steps through a multi-step
students responded to this survey and
Student#
1
2
3
4
5

6

Enjoy?
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Amount Helped?
Quite a bit
Quite a bit
Quite a bit
Some
Some
Quite a bit

results are collected in the

chart.

What could make it better?
Colored pencils
If I got to make the movie frames myself
If color were involved
Nothing
Not sure
NA

In response to student #4' s no, he again did not enjoy the activity because he was learning.
enjoyed the drawing aspect

Student

when we did the circle notes. I would anticipate including color and colored pencils in the future.
Those were very thoughtful comments.
Five of the six students were available to reflect on the RAFT project. They all enjoyed
the activity and most noted that it was because they got to pick what they were (unique role).
Three students (#1, #2, #3) all felt that the activity helped them quite a bit while student #6 said
some and student #4 said none.
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The activity questionnaire for the Mean, Median, Mode and Range Foldable was only
completed by four students. All four students enjoyed this writing activity. Student #1 liked
foldable layers and flipping up a layer to see her work. Student #2 liked the project because it
wasn't work on the board. Student#3 said that it was fun and student #4 said because he was able
to do it. Two students said the activity helped them an extreme amount, one said some and the last
said none. Student #1 noted that the activity could have been better if there had been more time to
complete it.
The last activity questionnaire the students completed was on journal entries. All six
not

the activity and only

one did. Some of their reasons for why they did not like journals don't make a lot of sense but it
did show that the students are aware of other alternatives for

Their responses to two of

chart.

be found in
the appendix). It contained eight questions and was completed by all six students. The

four

questions where multiple choice and the other four were short answer. The goal of the survey was
to get the students overall opinion of writing in math and to see how they felt about themselves
during the survey. I will summarize each student's results and compare them to the other results
above.
Student #1 felt that her overall appreciation for math changed some because the writing
activities helped. She believes that her math average has risen since the inclusion of the writing
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activities. She disagrees that she is more motivated to do her math assignments. However, her
attitude survey showed no change in motivation. Student #1 also noted no change in her
confidence in mathematics. This differs a lot from the attitude survey because she has a very
positive change in her self-concept in the field of mathematics. She most enjoyed the hanging cube
and felt the foldable for mean, median, mode and range helped her learn the most. Overall, she
summarized her feelings about writing in math as: "It was tiring sometimes and it was fun after
that."
Student #2 noted that his overall appreciation for math changed little during the course of
the study. He strongly agreed that his average rose during this time frame and said that there was
no change in his motivation to do his math assignments. However, student #2 felt he was more
confident with math. His attitude survey showed no change for both motivation and self concept.
He is rather consistent with knowing his relationship with mathematics. He "'"',."'"'rl the movie
frame notes the most and also felt

helped him the most to learn. He did not enjoy the hanging

cube because he was bored, which contradicted his response earlier that it was fun. Student #2
summarized his feelings with this statement: "I think it is better because we do not have to do a
problem."
After completing writing activities student #3
changed a

that her appreciation for mathematics

because it was fun. She felt that her math average would not have changed nor

had her motivation to do math assignments changed. She would agree that she is more confident
with mathematics. Her results in the attitude survey match her results for self-concept, that she is
more confident. However, her attitude survery results show a slight positive change in regards to
motivation.

mean, median, mode and range foldable was her favorite and she felt that it

helped her learn the most. She also did not prefer the hanging cube. Student #3 summarized her
feelings about writing in mathematics in a few sentences: "I like math. Sometimes I don't like
math. Math is sometimes easy for me."
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Student #4 has shown an attitude of dislike for math throughout the entire study as well as
throughout the entire school year. He said that his appreciation of math changed none, because he
hates it so much. He would agree that his math average has risen. He feels that there has been no
change in his motivation to do mathematics, but does feel that he is a bit more confident.

He is

consistent with his attitude survey in regards to both his motivation and self-concept. He remained
the same in motivation and his self-concept showed a positive change. Student #4 claims to have
not enjoyed any of the activities and found none of them helpful. His overall
are captured in this statement: "Math

about math

so bad that I wish it was never invented. Whoever

invented math should be dragged into the streets and beaten." This student continues with his
negative attitude towards math consistently.
In the closing survey, student #5 answered the questions vaguely. She felt that her
in her
math grade nor a change in her confidence. She does state that she is more motivated to do her
math assignments. She most enjoyed the mean, median, mode and range project.
After completing the activities, student #6 felt that his appreciation for math changed a
little because he started doing better in math class. He agreed that his average rose, his motivation
increased, and his confidence increased. This does differ from his attitude summary because his
t:>IT ....... ,--,.....

,....,"'n"

remained the same while enjoyment of mathematics and motivation both suffered

negative changes.

Student #6 most enjoyed the hanging cube project. He felt that the movie

frame notes helped him to learn the most, especially because it helped him become better with
radius of a circle, however he would rather not see this activity again because it was a lot of
writing. He summarizes his feeling about writing in math this in sentence: "I don't really like
writing in mathematics."
Overall, I felt that the questionnaires offered a lot of insight about the students feelings
about mathematics and about writing in mathematics. At times one survey would contradict
another, but they are young students still finding their way and still defining their true feeling about
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math. In general, I believe that I would take the students verbal responses over the prepare survey
about attitudes. I feel that for some of the students the attitude surveys were right on track, but
responses in student voice carry so much more weight, especially when we are talking about their
feelings.
Review of Student Grades

them is to see if student's

increased along with their appreciation for mathematics. The

liked math more,

thought was that if
performing better and

would be more motivated to succeed, thus

higher grades. The

following chart are first, second and third

I'YI'lrv,,n.,.

we are going to compare in the

period. Their classroom teachers, thankfully,
is summarized in the following bar

were willing to share the information. The

90
80
70
60
50

1st MP

40

2nd MP

30

3rd MP

20

10
0
Student #1

Student #2

Student #3

Student #4

Student #5

Student #6

You can see that all of the student's average increase from the second marking period to
the third marking period. Four of the students believe that there was an increase in their math
grade, so they were on the ball with that. The other two students believed that there was no
change. I believe that does not just have to do with my study, but with many other things as well.
The main topic in the second marking period was fractions and the main topic in the third marking
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period was geometry. Also the amount of time a student spends in AIS increased each marking
period. My goal is not to just teach them mathematics, but to enjoy math and desire to succeed. I
am, however, pleased to see their grades rising.
Discussion, Summary and Reflections
The purpose of this study was to see if implementing writing activities into the
mathematics curriculum would increase student

':ln 1"

students liked mathematics more, if then their class

..."""'':•hr'n

I was looking to see that if the

...,.,.,,.j-,,..,,,,...,,h,..""

would increase as well as their

math averages. I am
because my results for each student varied.

I couldn't find an activity that could help him change
his verbal opinion about
'"'"''''V'"'~-'~

and

but the attitude survey did show some positive change in

of mathematics and his math average did rise. Therefore I have hope

that with time and
mathematics

I'Y'I'lt-n,..;"'."'
.."~',._=•.,..,''"'o,

~r.•",_,.,~

in math, we can motivate this young mind to appreciate

a bit more.

Student #l is a student I have always had a watchful eye for. She is repeating sixth
and has

seemed more capable than she

had a """''" .. ""'' trend and she had

teachers to believe. Her participation in class
in the attitude survey. She also tended to have

more useful comments for me in the hand written surveys. l believe that she enjoyed this unit that
included writing in math and will continue to work well if her classroom teacher and I find ways to
present the material to her in new ways.

Student #6's attitude survey gave way to a more negative change over time than a positive
change, but he has always been eager to participate. I believe he did fine with the inclusion of
writing activities, but he did share that he really did not like them.
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Student #2 has always been my most eager student. His first AIS placement was based on
his state test score from fifth grade, but ovet1ime I found that he was much higher functioning than
his peers so I switched him to another group and he has grown tremendously with the new group.
This student is from a Spanish speaking family, where Spanish is spoken in the home so he does at
times struggle with language. He did very well with the writing activities, completing everything
asked of him and he believed that it was helpful. His average rose as did his overall appreciation.

Student #5 was probably the student who

forth the least amount of effort. It was

usually her activity questionnaire that was missing because she has developed an unhealthy habit of
arriving to school late and most of the surveys were completed during homeroom. I do think that
she enjoys mathematics as her attitude survey scores show that she has the best scores for liking
math out of the whole group, but she didn't

forth a lot of extra effort with the writing activities.

and it was because the
activities were

She was the student that noted the most that the activities were fun and I felt

that she had a bit of an increase in the participation trends.

Overall, I was

the outcome of the project. While I do not feel that I have clear

mathematics, I do feel that the information I gained from the students gave me a good feeling that
they do in fact appreciate mathematics more than they did before. I did note earlier that I felt that
using student's verbal or

responses were more valuable than the attitude survey because the

students were conveying in their own words how they truly felt instead of interpreting the words of
another person.

The 2004 study by Bangert-Drowns, Hurley and Wilkinson found that typically show a
small, but positive effect. Generally, I feel that the students benefited from the activities done
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during the study. Many of the students did show an increase in some of the given areas. The study
by Russek noted how valuable the writing events can be because the students are able to express
their attitudes and mathematical ability. Many opportunities arose during the study allowed the
students how to communicate both math, but their feelings, especially the journal entries. The
questionnaires also gave students time to share their feelings about what they were doing. I found
it extremely valuable to have the students use the checklist in the RAFT because it gave the student
a chance to evaluate their own work as Wikox noted. It gave them more ownership of their work

that Bullock was concerned about.

I believe I will continue to investigate writing in mathematics because I can see areas
where the students benefited. I will want to work more with these students

into

plans, but will not do it with such concentration as the last five weeks has been. I would

their

like to incorporate

activities in classes of larger size and more academic

I

worked with only kids in AIS math, but would love to take some of the ideas into another teacher's
classroom and collaboratively include them. I think it would be beneficial to see how
who are not in AIS because

01lUU"-'1lll0,

haven't met a state benchmark would respond to the

activities.

I tried using activities in math classes before. For example, last summer I taught a summer
school class of ten eleventh grade students who needed an additional math credit for graduation.
Each of these students had
Math B exam. They had

the Math A Regents exam and had started to prepare for the
the course they were enrolled in and needed credit. Some were

going onto taking the last half of Math B, but some were going on to Financial Math for their final
credits. During that course I incorporated several project based assignments that allowed the
students to learn and practice the material while being creative. Severa] of the activities included
writing. The students really enjoyed the projects and they gave me none of the typical summer
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school trouble. I look forward to doing similar activities with future summer school classes as
well.

I enjoyed this topic and look forward to finding out more. My next plan is to try to work

with a larger group of students with a wider array of mathematical abilities. I would like to see
how they respond to the surveys and questionnaires. Since I found that I weighted information that
came verbally or written

the students more heavily, I might implement interviewing techniques

as well.
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Mathematics Survey
On the line next to each proble1n place one for the following numbers:
4-Strongly Agree
3-Agree
2-Disagree
1-Strongly Disagree
1. Mathematics is son1ething I enjoy very much.
2. I don't do very well in mathematics.

5.

is easy

me.

6. When I hear
7. I would
8. Sometimes I

school doing mathematics.
ahead in our mathen1atics book.

9. I usually . . . . . . . . . ,_,..._,'" . . . . . . . . what we are talking about in 1nathen1atics class.
10.

11. I would

a job which doesn't use any mathematics.

12. I enjoy
13. I am good at doing mathen1atics problen1s.
14. Sometimes I

more mathematics problems

16. Ihavea
17. I have a
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are

In

Activity Questionnaire
If a multiple choice question, pick your best answer. Please answer all other questions in
complete sentences.
1.

What activity are you assessing?

2. Did you enjoy the activity? Why?
Yes

3.

much do you
taught?
None

No

activity helped you learn
Some

Quite a Bit
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math topic that was
An extreme amount

Closing Survey
If a multiple choice question, pick your best answer. Please answer all other questions in
complete sentences.

1.

Thought it has only been a short time, after completing the writing activities would
you say your appreciation (the amount you like) for math has changed? Why?
Some
Substantial
None

2. Would you say that your math average has risen since the inclusion
activities?
Strongly agree
Disagree
3.

No change

Strongly

Would you say you are more rr1otivated to do your math assignments?

Strongly
Disagree
4.

Agree

the writing

Agree

No change

Disagree

Strongly

Would you say you are n1ore confident with mathematics?

Strongly agree
Disagree

Agree

No change

Strongly

5. What activity did you enjoy the most? Why?

6. What activity

helped you to learn

material being taught? Why?

7. What activity would it please you not to see again? Why?

8. In several sentences, summarize your overall feelings about writing in
mathematics.
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Frayer Model
Essential Characteristics

Non-Essential Characteristics
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